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 − Original design: We’ve nearly doubled our 

outdoor furniture collections, all featuring our  

exclusive designs, quality and value. 

 − We prioritize responsibly sourced materials,  

from FSC®-certified wood to recycled outdoor 

rugs, that are better for the earth. 

 − Our FREE Design Crew pros will help design  

your outdoor space—in store or at your  

home—and select the best furnishings and 

accessories for your style and budget.

Why  
West Elm? 

sustainably sourced

Our best-selling wood  

outdoor collections are  

made from FSC®-certified,  

solid wood, the gold  

standard in sustainability  

& forest preservation. 

handcrafted

Our all-weather wicker  

collections are handwoven  

with care by rural artisans  

in Indonesia, providing  

employment & continuing  

craft traditions. 

Look for these icons: 
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Portside is our best-selling collection, thanks to its classic modern lines, 

durable construction and sustainably sourced, solid wood. This year we’ve 

added a warm new finish and expanded the collection even further. 
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Add color and change 
up your outdoor 
look with our Sunbrella®

cushion covers. 

Visit westelm.com/sunbrella.
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choose your finish
Portside’s wood is  
wire-brushed for a naturally 
weathered finish, in your 
choice of 3 stains, including 
our newest, Driftwood—a 
warm, mid-tone brown. It’s 
then sealed with polyurethane 
for lasting protection. 

@westelm  |  outdoor collections



portside wood 
living collection

2-Piece Sectional 1566699 Sofa 2550742

Loveseat 1855227 (Great for small spaces!)

Lounge Chair 2806300

Ottoman 1587042

Extra Deep Ottoman 9892986

Chaise Lounger 5523340

3-Piece Sectional 1809891U-Shaped Sectional 9613473

4-Piece Sectional 1809925

Swivel Chair 2427359 Adirondack Chair 5815178

Our most extensive collection, Portside’s clean-lined, comfortable 
design is built to last. It’s made from FSC®-certified, solid wood 
with a wire-brushed, weathered finish in your choice of 3 stains 
and comfortable all-weather cushions. 

Bottom line: With pieces to suit every size space, Portside is a 
can’t-miss modern classic: expertly crafted, versatile and timeless. 

outdoor collections  |  westelm.com



Co�ee Table 472352 C-Side Table 454020

Low Armless 2-Seater Sofa & Side Table 2543416

Low Co�ee Table 5525774

Low Textilene Chaise Lounger 5525923

Low Textilene Chaise Double 5058115

Low 3-Piece Sectional with Corner Piece 9984068

Low 3-Piece Sectional with Co�ee Table 9985826

Storage Trunk 5523860

wood finishes

DriftwoodWeathered 

Gray

Weathered 

Café

new
!

Our new Driftwood  

finish for Portside is  

a warm, mid-tone brown. 

See the full collection at westelm.com/portside.

@westelm  |  outdoor collections



 60" Round Concrete Top Table 4400207

portside wood 
dining collection

 58.5" Table 5523063

 76.5" Dining Table 5523043

Expandable Dining Table 2769541

 60" Round Table 1120790  48" Round Table 5058446

72" Concrete Outdoor Table 1117672

From small-space bistro tables to expandable tables to seat a 
crowd, Portside has your outdoor dining needs covered—all 
in top-quality, sustainably sourced, solid wood. Tables come in 
rectangular, oval and round options, including modern concrete 
tops. Seating includes chairs in solid wood or with comfortable 
Textilene mesh seats & backs, plus folding chairs and benches. 

Bottom line: This is our long-time best seller for a reason: 
quality, durability and lasting style. 

outdoor collections  |  westelm.com



wood finishes

DriftwoodWeathered 

Gray

Weathered 

Café

new
!

47", 66" or 88.5" Dining Bench 5523191

Counter Table 5523134Folding Bistro Table  5466029

Counter Stool 5523811Dining Chair 45379 set of 2

Folding Bistro Chair 5461285

Bar Table/Island 5058404 Grand Bar 2769541

Textilene Dining Chair 5523217

Portside’s wire-brushed, 

weathered finish options are 

sealed with polyurethane  

for lasting, weather-resistant 

good looks.

See the full collection at westelm.com/portside.

@westelm  |  outdoor collections





versatile portside

Among Portside’s many 
options: The Low Sectional, 
left, offers built-in side 
tables, drink ledges and low, 
lounge-y seating. Portside 
Aluminum dining translates 
the same clean design into 
streamlined bronzed metal. 
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portside aluminum 
collection

2-Piece Sectional 8371491 Sofa 9784147

Lounge Chair 5737961 Ottoman 4615641 Chaise Lounger 7519521

3-Piece Chaise Sectional 289759 3-Piece Sectional 324250

4-Piece Sectional 1003678 Aluminum Storage Trunk 2725457

For a sleek, modern look and lighter-weight versatility, these 
Portside frames feature rust-proof, powder-coated aluminum in 
a dark bronze finish and comfortable, weather-resistant cushions. 
Tables come with aluminum or cast concrete tops, and you can add 
Sunbrella® cushions to the benches. 

Bottom line: Bronzed aluminum frames bring a crisp, contemporary 
edge to Portside’s clean lines. 

outdoor collections  |  westelm.com



Concrete Top/Aluminum Base Dining Table 7072875

72" Dining Table 9884205 Dining Bench 791759

58" Round Table 5089

 Textilene Dining Chair 320316 set of 2 Dining Chair 9295426 set of 2

Rust-resistant aluminum is 

powder-coated in an Antique 

Bronze finish for even  

greater weather protection 

and lasting durability.

See the full collection at westelm.com/portside.

@westelm  |  outdoor collections
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This year, we’ve greatly expanded our well-priced Playa Collection. Look 

for sectional options, a chaise lounger, expandable dining and more, all in 

sustainably sourced, solid mahogany and eucalyptus. 





mix & match

Our outdoor tables & 
chairs are designed to let 
you mix things up. Opt for 
matching chairs & benches 
(add Sunbrella® cushions 
for a pop of color) or 
create contrast with our 
woven Slope Dining Chairs 
and other options.



playa collection

 Reversible Sectional 911038  Sofa 1767053

Lounge Chair 4665161

Co�ee Table 5083377

 Side Table 6379890

Ottoman 2505532

3-Piece Sectional 53985383-Piece Chaise Sectional 1591316

Textilene Chaise Lounger 4436322

4-Piece Chaise Sectional 2505532

Our well-priced, Scandi-inspired collection is crafted from 
FSC®-certified mahogany and eucalyptus in a slatted design 
with a warm, water-based finish. This small-space-friendly 
collection features a reversible chaise sectional, expandable 
table and more. 

Bottom line: Playa offers well-built modern style at a great price. 

outdoor collections  |  westelm.com



Large Bench 3491399

Small Bench 9680324

Dining Chair 691865760" Dining Table 8096399

Storage Trunk 539831

67.5"–90" Expandable Dining Table 4592257

Bistro Set 7257999

Bar Cart 4082949

We like the design detail  

of the slightly curved arms  

on Playa, as well as its  

warm, water-based finish. 

See the full collection at westelm.com/playa.

@westelm  |  outdoor collections





Lounge Chair 7299288

Chaise Lounger 702335

3-Piece Sectional 6719288

4-Piece Sectional 3074373

2-Piece Chaise Sectional 8380150

3-Piece Chaise Sectional 3533552

Sofa 168759

Ottoman 1776206

urban outdoor collection
Based on the clean, squared lines of our best-selling Urban Sofa 
& Sectional, our new Urban Outdoor seating features a chunky 
basketweave design, handwoven in all-weather wicker on a sturdy, 
powder-coated aluminum frame. Thick, weather-resistant cushions 
make the outdoors as comfy as your family room. 

Bottom line: The comfort and timeless look of wicker, updated 
with modern style.

Learn more at westelm.com/urbanoutdoor.
ne

w!
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Add a splash of color 
to your new outdoor 
furniture with Sunbrella®

cushion covers. 

Visit westelm.com/sunbrella.



Sofa 7158947

Lounge Chair 2339295

porto collection
For statement seating that also prioritizes comfort, turn to our 
new curved, enveloping Porto Collection. The kiln-dried mahogany 
frame in a Driftwood finish is woven with gray all-weather nylon 
cord for modern texture. Plush outdoor cushions on all sides make 
it extra-inviting. 

Bottom line: For style-setters who are also comfort-cravers.

Mixed materials add richness: 

Mahogany wood is paired  

with resilient all-weather cording 

for airy comfort. 

Learn more at westelm.com/porto.

ne
w!
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Change up your outdoor 
furniture with our 
Sunbrella® cushion covers. 

Visit westelm.com/sunbrella.



Lounge Chair 6741421

Sofa 5744528

coastal collection
Open-weave frames invite the breeze, while deep cushions and 
tailored bolsters provide soft, roomy seating. All-weather wicker 
is handwoven in a lattice pattern on a powder-coated aluminum 
frame. Slender, rounded arms and crisp, light cushions create a 
relaxed coastal vibe. 

Bottom line: Airy, sophisticated seating that bridges  
seaside to city.

Our all-weather wicker furniture  

is meticulously handwoven  

on a rust-proof, lightweight,  

powder-coated aluminum  

frame for lasting good looks. 

Learn more at westelm.com/coastal.
ne

w!
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Add comfort to your all-
wood outdoor furniture 
with Sunbrella® cushions. 

Visit westelm.com/sunbrella.
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High Bar Table & 2 Stools 7586131

Lounge Chair & Loveseat 1772893

acadia collection
Mid-century style heads outdoors in our handcrafted solid wood 
Acadia Collection. Slender slatting in a warm teak finish sets the 
foundation for a small-space-friendly settee, armchair and fun bar 
table & stools. 

Bottom line: The warmth of wood with a mid-century vibe. 

Learn more at westelm.com/acadia.

Solid, kiln-dried acacia  

wood with a warm teak finish 

features narrow slats  

for sophisticated style. 

ne
w!
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Dining Bench 3861496

76" Dining Table 5849324

Bar Cart 6354019

halden collection
The classic picnic table gets a serious modern upgrade in solid 
mahogany on a powder-coated metal base with 2 finish options. 
A sleek bar cart serves up retro style. 

Bottom line: A pared-back, modern silhouette in durable, luxe 
materials elevates a backyard staple.

See the full collection at westelm.com/halden.

@westelm  |  outdoor collections





3-Piece Sectional 4050919

4-Piece Sectional 7771516

2-Piece Chaise Sectional 2728334

Sofa 8712006 Ottoman 8024777

5-Piece Sectional 7353712

Storage Trunk 5272652

See the full collection at westelm.com/marina.

marina collection
Deep, cushioned seats, angled arms and handwoven all-weather 
wicker invite you to lounge in comfort in our Marina seating 
collection. Marina offers a wide range of sectional configurations 
to suit your space, along with roomy armchairs and put-your-feet-
up ottomans. 

Bottom line: Our clean-lined, comfortable and thorougly modern 
twist on classic all-weather wicker.

@westelm  |  outdoor collections



Sunbrella®  
cushions & covers

Sunbrella® is the gold standard in outdoor fabrics, with material 
that’s water-repellent, quick-drying, easy to clean, and resistant to 
mildew, chlorine and fading. We offer Sunbrella® cushions for our 
dining benches and chairs, as well as cushion covers to change the 
color and look of our outdoor seating collections. 

outdoor collections  |  westelm.com



Chambray Copeland

Dove Expand

White Piazza

Dune Range

Indigo Royal

Regal Navy Stripe Canvas

striped fabric

Mist Cast Ash Cast

Breeze Cast

Oasis CastCharcoal Cast

Coral Cast Pumice Cast

Ocean Cast

cast fabric

Citrus Cast

Natural Canvas

Navy Canvas

Linen Sand Canvas

canvas fabric

Jockey Red Canvas 

Sapphire Blue Canvas

choose your Sunbrella® cushions or cushion covers

@westelm  |  outdoor collections



Add color & comfort to your outdoor furniture with Sunbrella® 
outdoor throw pillows in 4 sizes and more than 2 dozen colors. 
Sunbrella® Canvas is a tightly woven, heavier-weight fabric  
with saturated color. Sunbrella® Cast is a lighter-weight, finely  
woven fabric with subtly heathered, chambray coloring. Both  
offer exceptional water-, sun- and fade-resistance.

Sunbrella® 
outdoor pillows

outdoor collections  |  westelm.com



Sapphire Blue Canvas

Citrus Cast

Flax Canvas

Terracotta CanvasNatural Canvas

Navy Canvas

Mist Cast Ash Cast

Spa Canvas

Coral Cast

Iris Canvas Rust Canvas

Beige Canvas

Black Canvas

Currant Cast

Lagoon Cast Royal Cast

Sage Cast

Slate Cast Pumice Cast

Granite Canvas

Ocean Cast

Fern Canvas Petal Cast

Smoke

Indigo

Taupe

Cloud

canvas fabric cast fabric striped fabric

choose your Sunbrella® pillow

@westelm  |  outdoor collections





Outdoor Umbrella Collection 5733457

canopy

Ash 

Cast

Sapphire 

Canvas

wood pole finishes

DriftwoodWeathered 

Gray

new
!

outdoor umbrellas
You’ve got it made in the shade with our large, sturdy umbrellas 
with weather- and fade-resistant Sunbrella® fabric on a solid wood 
pole. The powder-coated iron base is sold separately. Almost all 
our outdoor dining tables include umbrella holes, and the stand 
lets you place an umbrella wherever you want to keep your cool. 

See more at westelm.com under “patio umbrellas.”

@westelm  |  outdoor collections
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Small Lounge Chair 5682695

Ottoman 820340

Large Lounge Chair 5683420

Sofa 5914630

huron collection
Open and airy, Huron is handwoven with all-weather cord on 
a lightweight, rust-resistant aluminum frame. With wide arms, 
a pitched back and cushioned seat, plus a matching ottoman, 
Huron is all about sitting back and enjoying the breeze. 

Two colors of all-weather  

cord are interwoven across 

Huron’s frame to create  

graphic dimension.

@westelm  |  lounge chairs & tables



Charcoal

colors

Natural

Outdoor Slope Lounge Chair 8276486

outdoor slope lounge chair
We’ve adapted our best-selling Slope Chair for life outdoors with 
a handwoven all-weather wicker seat on a powder-coated metal 
frame. It’s lightweight and easy to move wherever you want it. 

lounge chairs & tables  |  westelm.com



colors

Yellow Gray

Lounge Chair 3758357 Ottoman 2269891

paradise lounge chair & ottoman
Our roomy Paradise Chair is handwoven with all-weather wicker on 
a powder-coated aluminum frame. Lined with comfy cushions and 
paired with a put-your-feet-up ottoman, this is where you’ll be living 
this summer.

@westelm  |  lounge chairs & tables



colors

Blue & 

White 

Black & 

White

Bondi Lounge Chair & Ottoman 8082501

bondi lounge chair & ottoman
Graphic patterns are woven right into these eye-catching lounge 
chairs & ottomans. All-weather wicker is handwoven onto a solid 
acacia wood frame with comfortably angled lines. The wood finish 
matches our Playa Collection for great mix-and-match options. 

lounge chairs & tables  |  westelm.com



Montauk Nest Chair  5661897

montauk nest chair
This sculptural, 70s-style form creates wraparound comfort,  
woven from breezy all-weather wicker. It makes a style statement 
while offering curl-up seating you won’t want to leave. 

@westelm  |  lounge chairs & tables



Palma Lounge Chair 7343232 set of 2

This charming, loopy design is woven of natural rattan on  
an aluminum frame for European flair. A weather-resistant cushion 
and curved back add all-American comfort. Sold as a pair. 

palma chair

lounge chairs & tables  |  westelm.com



Cape Outdoor Sofa, Lounge Chair & Co�ee Table Set  2195957

Lounge Chair 7363711

Mexa Lounge Chair & Ottoman 9792355

cape outdoor set
This well-priced, small-space-friendly set creates one-step style for 
your patio or deck: A loveseat, lounge chair & coffee table, crafted of 
solid acacia wood with outdoor cushions, will have you sitting pretty. 
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marina lounge chair 
A wide and deep cushioned seat, angled arms 
and handwoven all-weather wicker invite you 
to lounge in comfort. Marina is our modern, 
durable take on classic wicker.

mexa chair & ottoman
This versatile chair works indoors or out, with hand-
woven all-weather nylon cord on a powder-coated 
metal frame that adds a splash of modern color. 

Stone Gray/ 

Mustard

Dark Blue/ 

Fog

colors

@westelm  |  lounge chairs & tables
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table tops

Sea Glass White

Marble

wood finishes

DriftwoodWeathered 

Gray

Weathered 

Café

Sea Glass 5082074

White Marble 5353954

mosaic table collection
These handcrafted coffee tables feature sea-glass terrazzo or 
marble penny tile tops on a sustainably sourced wood base. The 
3 wood finishes match our Portside Collection, while the weather-
resistant tops add the pop of mixed materials. 

@westelm  |  lounge chairs & tables



Tambor Drum Co�ee Table 5467290

This sculptural concrete table with a ridged base is like art for your 
patio. It adds an industrial edge to wood or woven furniture and 
features a smooth top finished with a water-based sealer. 

tambor drum  
co�ee table 

lounge chairs & tables  |  westelm.com



Pebble Co�ee Table 545822

Inspired by the form of smooth river rocks, this cast concrete  
table provides a roomy surface for serving up food and drinks.  
Our cement tables can work indoors or out. 

pebble co�ee 
table

@westelm  |  lounge chairs & tables



Portside Round Co�ee Table 1632477

This coffee table marries Portside’s sustainably sourced 
wood base with a concrete inlaid top for an appealing 
material mix. The solid wood features a wire-brushed 
Weathered Gray finish. 

portside round 
co�ee table

lounge chairs & tables  |  westelm.com



Pedestal Co�ee Table 651621

Our shapely Pedestal Table looks like concrete but is actually 
made from a smooth fiberstone composite that’s lighter weight 
(the base is also hollow) and can be left outdoors in winter. 

pedestal co�ee 
table

@westelm  |  lounge chairs & tables



Zoe Side Table 2391804 Cami Side Table 7762427



ceramic side tables

Our handcrafted, 
brightly glazed ceramic 
tables are the perfect 
way to add a pop of 
color or distinctive form 
to your outdoor space—
and can also serve as 
extra seating.



colors

HazeLapis Horseradish

All-Weather Wicker Side Table 7075402

all-weather wicker side table
A perfect companion to any of our outdoor furniture  
collections, this handwoven side table adds a splash of  
color and texture to your seating, indoors or out. 

lounge chairs & tables  |  westelm.com



finishes

Silver Antique Brass WhiteDusty Mint

Tambor Drum Side Table 5467274

Cosmo Side Table 6918989

Portside Umbrella Side Table 7716961

Sunny Side Table 2061131

tambor drum side table 
This sculptural concrete table with a ridged 
base is like art for your garden. It melds an 
industrial material with shapely form to add 
intriguing contrast indoors or out. 

cosmo side table
Crafted for indoor/outdoor use, our 
Cosmo Table is made from lightweight, 
durable aluminum, so it’s easy to move 
wherever you need it. 

portside umbrella side table
Shade your chaise lounges or add an umbrella 
& spot for your drinks anywhere you want with 
our Portside Side Table with an umbrella hole. 

sunny side table 
A perfect, easily moved perch for drinks  
on the patio or poolside, or magazines 
& sunscreen by your chaise, in durable 
powder-coated iron. 

finishes

Haze Sage

@westelm  |  lounge chairs & tables



our lounge chairs 
and side tables are the 

perfect place

to mix materials and 
styles to add interest to 

outdoor seating
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Pedestal Bistro Table 32" Table 9656268 44" Table 4543086

pedestal bistro table
Our shapely Pedestal Table looks like concrete but is actually 
made from a smooth fiberstone composite that’s lighter 
weight (the base is hollow) and can be left outdoors in winter.

bistro dining  |  westelm.com



wood base finishes

table tops

Landscape 

Blue

DriftwoodWeathered 

Gray

Weathered 

Café

new
!

Sea Glass White Marble

Mosaic Tiled Bistro Table 8485158

mosaic tiled bistro table 
These bistro tables seat 2–3 and feature handcrafted 
ceramic tile or terrazzo tops on a sustainably sourced 
wood base that coordinates with our Portside Collection. 

@westelm  |  bistro dining





finishes

HazeSage

Outdoor Metal Stacking Chair 8446972 set of 2

28" Bistro Table 6791189 38" Bistro Table 4504232

wren collection
Our compact, powder-coated steel Wren Bistro Table and Metal 
Stacking Chairs are designed to bring al fresco dining to your 
small slice of paradise. Wren comes in 2 sizes, to seat 2 or 4. 
Stackable chairs are a great way to keep extra seating on hand 
for any size space (and they’re easy to store). 

@westelm  |  bistro dining



colors

HazeLapis Horseradish

Woven Stackable Chair 5243968 set of 2

woven stackable chair 
The comfort of woven all-weather wicker is paired with a 
curved, stackable, powder-coated frame for great small-space 
dining, extra seating and easy storage. 

bistro dining  |  westelm.com



Charcoal

Outdoor Slope Dining Chair 3380253

Mexa Dining Chair 7609289 set of 2

colors

colors

Natural

Dark Blue/ 

Fog

Stone Gray/ 

Mustard

outdoor slope dining chair
We’ve adapted our best-selling Slope Chair 
for al fresco dining with a handwoven all-
weather wicker seat on a powder-coated 
metal frame.

mexa dining chair
This versatile chair works indoors or out, 
with handwoven all-weather nylon cord on 
a powder-coated metal frame that adds a 
splash of modern color. 

@westelm  |  bistro dining
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From left to right: Outdoor Triangle Lattice Pillow 134202 Outdoor Tie-Dye Stripe Pillow 5417023 Outdoor Braided Lines Pillow 5993553 Outdoor Tie-Dye Sunray Pillow

8404768 Outdoor Simple Stripe Pillow 739650 Outdoor Light Side of the Moon Pillow 7569508 Outdoor Lattice Pillow 3448265 Outdoor Lush Fronds Pillow 1775093 

Outdoor Striated Pillow 7927970 Outdoor Garment Washed Pillow 655660 Outdoor Tufted Pillow 3570958 Outdoor Overlapping Shapes Pillow Cover 9604023



outdoor pillows

Add a splash of color, 
texture and fun to your 
outdoor seating. Our pillows 
stand up to water and sun, 
and many are STANDARD 
100 by Oeko-Tex® Certified 
or have fill made from 
recycled plastic bottles. 

See the full collection 

at westelm.com under 

“outdoor pillows.”



Top: Framed Arrows Indoor/Outdoor Rug 739650 Pendant Indoor/Outdoor Rug 5170921 Ravine Indoor/Outdoor Rug 2202856 

Bottom: Pop Indoor/Outdoor Rug 9182697 Woven Cable Stripe Indoor/Outdoor Rug 8385167 Ombre Pop Indoor/Outdoor Rug 5384487



outdoor rugs

Handwoven indoor/outdoor 
rugs bring your style outside: 
Ours are durable yet soft, 
and great for hardworking 
indoor rooms also. 

See the full collection

at westelm.com under 

“outdoor rugs.” 
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get growing

Our chic modern planters 
of all shapes and sizes will 
elevate your outdoor game. 
Use them to create a lush 
backdrop, flowering corner 
or hit of green. 

See the full assortment 

at westelm.com under 

“outdoor planters.” 



colors

Petrol Blue White Gray

Large 3518226 Medium 6217775 Extra-Large 1465905

radius planters 
In 3 sizes and 3 colors, our sleekly curved, generously sized 
Radius Planters are made of a composite that looks like concrete 
but is frost-proof and lighter weight. They include drainage holes. 

planters & accessories  |  westelm.com



colors

Gray White Black

Small Square Planter 6597694 Large Triple Planter 6039205 Tabletop Planter 7148554

cityscape planters
This is our most extensive planter collection, in a range of sizes and 
shapes designed to mix and match for any space. Made of a frost-
proof, lightweight composite, with drop-in liners for larger sizes. 

@westelm  | planters & accessories



Large 4251840 Small 8801294

Our modern version of the classic Versailles planter box,  
the sustainably sourced, solid wood Portside Garden  
Planter is large enough for a small tree or flowering shrub, 
and includes a liner for easy planting and watering. 

portside garden 
planters

planters & accessories  |  westelm.com



Triple Storage Rack 5338693

Create an outdoor potting shed, or use our Portside Storage 
Rack to display 4 levels of plantscaping, with a handy row of 
hooks for gardening tools and supplies. Durably crafted of 
sustainably sourced, solid wood. 

portside plant 
rack 

@westelm  | planters & accessories



colors

Gray White

Small 5228972 Large 4093208

cecilia planters 
Get in the groove:     Our rounded and ridged Cecilia Planters are 
made from fiberstone, a durable stone-resin mix that’s frost-proof 
and lighter weight, and they have drainage holes. 

planters & accessories  |  westelm.com



colors

Midnight Terracotta Sand

Small 6313913  Large 3471561

bishop pedestal planters
Made from frost-proof earthenware, our Bishop Planters add  
a pop of color, height and drama to your plants. The top of the 
pot has drainage holes and lifts off the base for easy moving. 

@westelm  | planters & accessories



there’s nothing as
inviting as entertaining

outdoors in summer

our free Design Crew 
can help you create the

perfect setting





From left to right: Modern Porcelain Hurricane - Top Bulb 619331 Modern Porcelain Hurricane - Large 6726276 Constellation Porcelain Hurricane - Large 6213607 

Constellation Porcelain Hurricane - Medium 6213730 Constellation Porcelain Hurricane - Tealight 7046246 Modern Porcelain Hurricane - Mini 8287366



light up the night

Master outdoor mood 
lighting with romantic 
candlelit lanterns and 
hurricanes. Our Pierced 
Porcelain Hurricanes cast 
constellations of light  
with an inviting glow. 

See the full collection 

at westelm.com under 

“hurricanes & lanterns.” 



finishes

Brass Brushed 

Nickel
Medium 6009393 Tall 6008916

metal lanterns
Clean-lined, rectangular metal lanterns in Brass or Brushed Nickel 
finishes with a sleek glass hurricane bring bold modern impact to 
your outdoor space. 
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Medium 3318126 Large 2298226

string lanterns
Simple cotton cord creates a captivating play of light and shadow 
in our metal and string lanterns with glass inserts. Cluster different 
sizes for a striking display. 
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Medium 5975425

Our faceted brass & glass lanterns protect candles from the 
breeze. They can serve as an airy centerpiece or be hung from  
a tree or hooks to create a romantic setting. 

faceted lanterns

planters & accessories  |  westelm.com



Large 9805041 Extra Large 5188440 Medium 5342327 

The warmth of wood and candlelight, in 4 different sizes including  
a dramatic, extra-tall lantern, conjures an inviting ambience on the 
table or floor, indoors or out. 

simple wood 
lanterns

@westelm  | planters & accessories





 Smith Black Flatware 5472548 set of 20 Mini Check Napkin 6736 set of 4 Organic Stone Melamine Salad Plate 9074453 Modern Melamine Dinner Plate 28215160 

Chilewich Mini Basket Placemat 1716911 Fluted Acrylic Glassware - Double Old Fashioned 3729009 Fluted Acrylic Glassware - Highball 7734571

the outdoor table

From black, white & gray 
to whimsically colorful, our 
unbreakable melamine 
plates, acrylic glassware 
and pretty linens set an 
easygoing, inviting table. 

See all the options at 

westelm.com under 

“outdoor entertaining.” 



Seaside Melamine Salad Plate 230132 Seaside Melamine Dinner Plate 3719982 Color Pop Flatware 

(caddy not shown) 1710761 16-Piece set  Stem to Stemless Acrylic Wine Glass 9201511 Woven Brights 

Placemat 7888793 Textured Cotton Napkins 1740473 set of 4

seaside 
melamine

Watercolor-splashed plates in unbreakable, dishwasher-safe 
melamine, fringed raffia placemats and Color Pop Flatware  
create a softly hued, summery table. 
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Modern Melamine Salad Plate 3944973 Modern Melamine Cereal Bowl 1875964 Modern Melamine 

Dinner Plate 2511693 BBQ Melamine Salad Plate 8342783 Stem to Stemless Acrylic Wine Glass 9201511  

Acrylic Modern Vintage Glasses - Diamond 4569094 Capri Flatware 9519957 5-Piece Set Textured Cotton 

Napkins 2660598 set of 4

BBQ & modern 
melamine

Brightly colored and whimsically illustrated melamine plates are 
picnic-perfect. Our clever Stem to Stemless Acrylic Wine Glasses 
offer easy versatility for outdoor drinks. 
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Fluted Acrylic Pitcher 7632518 Fluted Acrylic Glassware - Double Old Fashioned 3729009  

Color Pop Flatware (caddy not shown) 1710761 16-piece set 

fluted acrylic 
collection

Lightweight, unbreakable and stackable, our Fluted Acrylic 
Glasses and matching Pitcher are ideal for serving up everything 
from lemonade to margaritas by the pool, on the patio or rooftop.
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Modern Melamine Tray 6039227 Melamine Terrazzo Dinner Plate 4612747 

melamine 
terrazzo 

Colorfully speckled melamine with the look of terrazzo is a more 
eco-friendly choice than disposable plastic or paper. Our large 
Modern Melamine Tray makes toting to & from the house a cinch. 
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From left to right: Organic Offset Lines Beach Towel - Citrus Yellow 5180623 Organic Go Bananas Beach Towel 7777231  

Organic Spliced Water Ripple Beach Towel 8499384



organic beach towels

Thick, thirsty, colorful and 
fun, our beach towels are 
all made from certified 
organic cotton.

See the whole collection  

at westelm.com under 

“beach towels”.





outdoor furniture covers 
Covers are essential to protect your furniture and extend its life. 
We offer durable, weatherproof, tailor-made covers to fit our 
seating & dining collections. 

See westelm.com/outdoor to find the right cover for your furniture.

 − Wood: Clean with mild soap 
and water using a soft 
plastic brush; rinse and let 
dry thoroughly. Use furniture 
covers in heavy rain and  
winter. Our touch-up kits can 
help camouflage scratches  
or minor damage. 

 − All-weather wicker, mesh and 
cord: To clean, just hose off 
or use natural soap and water 
with a soft bristle brush. Store 
under cover or protect with 
furniture covers off-season. 

 − Metal:  − Powder coating  
prevents rust and makes  
metal weather-resistant.  
Clean with a nonabrasive 

cleanser and store in a dry, 
protected location or with 
covers during the off-season. 

 − Tile: Clean with soap and 
water using a nonabrasive 
sponge. Store indoors or  
in a protected space during 
cold winters. 

 − Cement and cast concrete: 
Cover or store in a dry location 
in bad weather; don’t let  
water pool and sit on the 
surface, as it can stain. 

 − Outdoor fabric cushions: Bring 
indoors or under cover when 
not in use. If they get wet, 
thoroughly air dry afterward. 

caring for your outdoor furniture
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